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Abstract:  The socio-economic development and administrative development of a nation 

should be in an equal and complementary nature to each other for the proper 

development and high transformation of a nation. There are lot of initiatives to analyze 

the economic growth and social development such as GDP growth rate, Socio-economic 

development census etc. There a measures such as transparency index to measure the 

administrative development and efficiency of a nation. There is a wide gap and a big 

possibility to study and analyze the relation between these developments and its effect in 

the society and in the national development. This paper is a humble initiative to connect 

these three areas of development and to find out the effect of socio-economic development 

in the administration and social behavior of our nation.  
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1. Indian Administration since Vedic period  

Behind all the civilizations there will be a strong administration. India being part of 

such great civilizations the idea of administration is also as old as the history of 

civilization in Indian peninsula. The history of ancient Indian Governmental system 

begins from the vedic times and continued till the establishment of the Mughal rule. The 

establishment of British rule has transformed the system of public administration in India 

and forms the basis for modern Indian public administration.  

The ancient Indian administrative history evolves and revolves round to two major 

works such as Kautilya’s Arthasastra and Manusmrithi. Kautilya the great scholar from 

the ancient Indian university Takshashila, who was also the guardian of the emperor 

Chandragupta Maurya. Kautalya or Chanakya or Vishnugupta credited as the author of 

Arthashastra. Kautilya’s Arthashastra is the most important work on public administration 

in ancient India which explores issues of social welfare the collective ethics that hold a 

society together, advising the king that in times and in areas devastated by famine, 

epidemic and such acts of nature, or by war, he should initiate public projects such as 

creating irrigation waterways and building forts around major strategic holdings and 

towns and exempt taxes on those affected. The second Century BCE document explaining 

the social mechanism and indirectly reflecting the social life and system in India. The 

ancient Hindu law book Manusmriti also considering as the one of the important ancient 

administrative document, which mainly deals with the  Creation of the world, source of 

Dharma, The dharma of the four social classes and Law of karma, rebirth and final 

liberation. Manusmriti does not, as a whole, represent a set of rules ever actually 

administered in Hindustan. It is in great part an ideal picture of that which, in the view of 

a Brahmin, ought to be law.  
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The Mughal administration was central autarchy. The King symbolized the state and 

was the source and center of all power agencies. The Mughals did succeed in building up 

a monolithic administration in India. Mughals more focused on centralization and they did 

not pay much attention to social services of health. Mughals had an efficient civil. Service 

they organized merit and accepted Hindu intelligentsia in the higher civil service. Its only 

drawback was that it was land based; it means it was mainly concerned with revenue 

functions and was highly urbanized institutions. During the period economic advancement 

created a social system demand only basic service from the empire and citizen 

involvement was very mare.  

Establishment of East India Company transformed the mechanism of administration 

India. In 1600 East India Company started as trading company and later become part of 

controller of the land till 1857. European administration style and Indian labor force 

began a new style of administrative implementation in India. British-Indian Military, tax 

collectors and taluqdars played an important role in the administrative development. The 

regulating act 1773 regulated East India Company in India and later several acts 

transformed the trading company to a governing body East India Company. In the due 

course period British rule introduced: Indian Civil service, The Indian Council Act 1892, 

Government of India Act 1919 and Government of India Act 1935 which paved the 

foundation of modern Indian Administration. Pre independent administration is not a 

welfare oriented mainly concentrated in the development of British Empire and allies, 

which defended after the independence. 

The people oriented administration evolved after the independence mainly 

concentrated the policy of welfare state and so on. Soon after the independence India 

faces problems in citizen development and social welfare programs and its 

implementation.  

2. Administrative development 

Partition and constitution making was the initial challenges in the arena of 

administrative development where India continued the British administrative system. 

During 1949 the most important development was the emergency recruitment to the All 

India Services. It was the extension of the IAS what was formerly known as the Indian 

states or union of states for integrating the service central state administration. The 1926 

established Union Public Service Commission started the new era of recruitment for the 

newly formed state. The major milestone in the administrative after the independence was 

the establishment of first Administrative reforms commission in 1966 under Morarji 

Desai and later chaired by K.Hanumanthaiah. The Commission submitted its reports in 20 

parts containing 537 major recommendations till the mid-seventies. The commission 

focused on the structural changes and development in the federal system and a strong 

central government involvement in the state functioning. 

The 1979 established Mandal Commission focused on the educationally backward 

people and reservation the government services transformed the bureaucratic demography 

of the state. The newly introduced reservation mechanism is become the tool for the 

inclusive social development and social development since 1990. Economic problems in 

the 1990’s were the biggest transforming movement in the country, which reflected the 

later changes. Telecom resolution the 90’s and introduction of computer and internet was 

the paradigm shift the Indian public administration. The 2005 Right to Information Act 

opened the public institution door to the citizens and the transparency movement gains the 

momentum. In 2010 Madhya Pradesh state assembly passed Right Public Service act 

(RPS) was not implemented pan India level but still states are framing the RPS Act 

according to the context 
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Table 1. Reflection of Economy and education transformation in administration 

year 
GDP(GDP at 

current price in INR) 
Administrative transformation 

Literacy 

 

1951 10, 596 

-A.D. Gorwala report on Public 

Administration 

-Balwanth Rai Metha committee 

report 

18.33 

1961 17,992 
-First Administrative reform 

commission 
28.3 

1971 47,221 -State Emergency 1975 34.45 

1981 160,214 -Mandal Commission 43.57 

1991 613,528 
-Liberalization Policy 

Internet revolution 
52.21 

2001 2,175,260 

-Right to Information Act 2005 

-Second Administrative Reforms 

commission 

64.83 

2011 8,391,691 -Right to Service Act 74.04 

Social transformation and economic changes in the country blatantly reflecting in the 

administrative and governance through the above explained charts. It is very clear that 

increased literacy rate empower the citizen rationalize the democracy. But the 

transformation in the bureaucracy and governance is the holistic change the country. The 

early economic changes focused on agricultural sector and the infrastructure development, 

later the growth idea strategically changes and emerged new economic policy and growth 

model. Literacy rate and economic growth are interrelated in the last seven decades. In the 

meantime the administrative area also transformed radically.  

Introduction new laws and transparency mechanism are the reflection of the changes in 

the society, government, economy and technical advancement. Government is bounded to 

follow the changes in the society and forced to radicalize the government delivery 

mechanism. Introduction of Panchaythiraj in India decentralized the governance and 

every citizen playing a key role in the governance. The last two Administrative reform 

commissions report focus on the delivery of government services and smooth functioning 

of the beurocracy, during the gap of those two reports is more than 40 years where we can 

see the changes in the economy and changes in the social standard (based on the HDI and 

Per capita income). Introduction of new policies and laws are the reflection of the social 

demand, but the transparency during the time not changed much compare to the earlier 

years. 

3. Conclusion 

Transformation of the administrative system can be possible through internal and 

external pressure but the mass social behavior in the state will take time to change. The 

change in the society is a root level gradual transformation. Even if state coming with 

strong rules and regulations, a loosen society may not be suitable to incorporate with the 

system. There are some states functioning without any proper law book and some other 

states are functioning with some rule documents. Indian Constitution contains more than 

445 articles and clause and still it is enlarging and growing each day. The society 

demands logical and satisfying social consciousness laws whereas the large number of 

laws creates larger number of vacuum in the democratic administration system. The past 
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seven decades administrative and legal developments contributed several progressive and 

transformative ideas which couldn’t influence or make any effect in the transformation of 

behavioral development of the society.  
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